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ID20- MONITORING COASTAL WATER QUALITY WITH A COMBINED APPROACH OF MARINE 
    AUTONOMY AND SATELLITE REMOTE SENSING
Johnston, Phil10

AutoNaut unmanned surface vessel (USV) completed a short water quality 
monitoring trial off the south-west coast of England in January 2017. A suite 
of sensors aboard the USV worked in conjunction with satellite data from syn-
thetic aperture radar (SAR). The combination of a marine autonomous system 
and remote sensing successfully completed a task considered “dull, dirty and 
dangerous”. 
The challenge was to monitor the water quality by a sewage outfall within two 
miles of a rugged coastline. Conventional means of completing the task would 
involve small-boat work and/or seabed mounted sensors – but is rarely in fact 
conducted. A key aim of this concept trial was to demonstrate to the water 
utilities sector that autonomy and remote sensing offered a viable solution to a 
long-standing problem. 
Proving capability and safety was crucial. Especially in the environment; for a 
USV, completion of a survey so close to land requires both the autonomous 

technology to be 100% reliable and the craft itself to have proven sea-worthi-
ness. The AutoNaut “Islay” followed a track that passed over a sewage outflow 
diffuser and maintained a search pattern within approximately 0.25 nautical 
miles. Islay kept safely on track in high sea-states (up to 4) and in water depths 
as shallow as 40m. AutoNaut keep station within a safe monitoring area down 
tide of the diffuser in challenging conditions. Data was both recorded onboard 
and transmitted in real time over a Wifi link to a nearby headland. The AutoNaut 
was fitted with a YSI EX02 Sonde unit with sensor nodes for water chemistry, 
including: Conductivity, Temperature and pH. No outflow plume was detected 
by either the USV sensors or by the satellite SAR imagery.
The trial showed the potential for the innovative combined approach to be ap-
plied in the long term and at reasonable cost. If so, higher quality monitoring 
of coastal waters would have positive impacts on the environment and human 
health.


